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12B Extracurriculars
Events on and off campus
through October

12F A trip to the bog
Harvesting New England’s
iconic berries

12L Science, art, and
nature converge
The Bruce Museum

12P Sparking interest
Heartfelt artifacts at the
Boston Fire Museum

12J Innovation —Colonial Style
The Saugus Iron Works reveals roots of American industrialization

12R Ethnic Markets
Asian, Armenian, Indian,
African....and more
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Meet: Harvard2
A vibrant lifestyle section for Cambridge, Boston and beyond
The New England lifestyle section, Harvard2 explores the ways all lives
are heightened and enriched by the various arts (performing, visual,
culinary, travel, natural, and historic) that Cambridge and Greater
Boston offer in abundance—and highlights entertainment that has a
lasting value and impact on one’s experience.
WHAT’S NEW:
• Content: Large, gorgeous images, its own TOC, several short-length
features, and expanded lifestyle categories
•

Calendar: A mix of arts, cultural events, and happenings taking place
at Harvard (60%) – as well as, Cambridge, Boston and beyond (40%)

•

Tastes & Tables: A culinary arts section covering topics that range from
farmers markets, and breweries, to courses on molecular gastronomy,
and culinary tours – with even more of our popular restaurant reviews.

•

Staff picks: Faculty, staff, and student tips on not-to-be-missed
destinations or experiences

•

Destinations: Day trips & unique outings hidden throughout New England

•

Curiosities and Explorations: Collections, architecture, wilderness–ways
to spend our leisure time most interestingly, productively and artfully

If your business is located in Cambridge, Boston or beyond...partner
with us and reach an exclusive audience of 80,000 Harvard alumni,
faculty, and staff in Greater Boston and New England.
*Request a 2016-17 editorial calendar with deadlines and package/pricing options.

Contact Abby Shepard for details at: abby_shepard@harvard.edu or
617-496-4032.

